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detailed review summary of tijuana straits by kem nunn - tijuana straits book summary and study guide though his
offspring was a victim of the pollutants that foul the border he blames magdalena for the loss only sam stands in the way
sam tracking wild dogs finds a battered mexican woman though he prefers to avoid humans sam brings the assaulted
female to his trailer, tijuana straits by kem nunn goodreads - tijuana straits is an understated tale of environmental ruin
and personal redemption along the wild untamed border of california and mexico this is not so much a surf noir book like
kem nunn s other novels tapping the source and the dogs of winter it is more of a novel about environmental impact on an
area and its people, detailed review summary of tijuana straits by ken nunn - tijuana straits book summary and study
guide ken nunn booklist ken nunn message board detailed plot synopsis reviews of tijuana straits broken down ex con one
time great surfer sam fahey makes his meager living by rounding up feral dogs along the mexico usa border and raising
worms on his farm that he inherited from his deadbeat evil father, tijuana straits publishersweekly com - sam fahey an ex
con and ex surfer now running a worm farm is tracking a pack of feral dogs in the tijuana river valley when he encounters a
badly beaten mexican woman stumbling across the dunes, kem nunn tijuana straits book review mostlyfiction - tijuana
straits is a fast gripping read and yes it would be worth a look even if one were not a surfer due to its environmental
message but one gets the impression that the book would occupy hallowed ground on many a surfer s bookshelf and to get
the most out of the novel to empathize with sam fahey one would pretty much need to be a surfer, tijuana straits by kem
nunn kirkus reviews - dawn in the sand dunes on the us side of the fence sam fahey is out tracking some wild dogs when
a young mexican woman badly beaten collapses at his feet an unlikely good samaritan sam takes her to his trailer now the
backstory taking us to the novel s halfway point sam is a worm farmer a grizzled loner, tijuana straits download pdf epub
ebook - tijuana straits by kem nunn summary when fahey once a great surfer meets magdalena she is running from a pack
of wild dogs along the ragged wasteland between callifornia and mexico and has barely survived an attack that forced her to
flee tijuana fahey takes her in, tijuana straits book santa clara county library - tijuana straits a novel book nunn kem skip
to main navigation skip to main navigation skip to search skip to search skip to content english english collapsed, summary
reviews tijuana straits buffalo erie county - buffalo and erie county public library catalog enter your search terms in the
box above then click find to begin your search
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